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ALB/JB/11: 2 Bedroom Apartment for Long term Rent in Mojácar Playa

Lovely air conditioned 2-bedroom , 2 bathrooms south facing apartment with spectacular sea and mountain views located
200 meters from one of the best beaches in Mojácar.

Direct lift access to the apartment with a private community parking space and a lovely private communal pool with a ramp
and stunning sea and mountain views.

Located 200 metres from the most popular area of Mojácar Playa with promenade, spacious, clean, sandy beaches and
wide range of bars, restaurants, beach bars and shops, with bus services connecting to Mojácar Pueblo, Garrucha's port
and Vera town.

 2 bedroom, 2 bath/shower room apartment . Located close to centre of Mojácar Playa, approximately 200 metres
from the beach and wide range of bars, restaurants, beach bars,  and nightlife.
Air-conditioned lounge and diner with sofa, dining table and chairs, TV,  leading to the terrace with table, chairs, and
sun loungers.
Fitted kitchen with oven and hob, fridge-freezer, microwave, toaster, kettle, and wide range of usual cooking utensils.
Two air-conditioned bedrooms, one double bedroom (en suite) with double bed, built in wardrobes and direct access
to the terrace with beautiful views to the sea and mountains. Twin bedroom with two single beds and built in
wardrobes.
Full bathroom with bathtub, shower facility, bidet, toilet and handbasin. Second bathroom with walk in shower, toilet
and handbasin.
Private community parking space near house (allocated space) with direct lift access to the apartment.
Free Wi-Fi between June and September and an optional extra charge outside of these months.

✓ 2 Bedrooms ✓ 2 Bathrooms ✓ Accommodates 4 People
✓ Air Conditioning ✓ Children allowed ✓ Fully furnished
✓ Cooker / Hob ✓ Fridge freezer ✓ Microwave
✓ Washing machine ✓ Private parking ✓ No pets allowed
✓ Swimming Pool ✓ Smoking not allowed ✓ Private terrace
✓ Television ✓ Mountain views ✓ Sea views
✓ Disabled Access ✓ Wifi ✓ 5 mins walk to a Beach
✓ 5 mins walk to the Shops

600€ per Month
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